General approach to derivation of the boundary conditions for hydrodynamic equations for charged and neutral plasma components is developed. It includes both a well-known classical case for pure diffusion, and the expressions for diffusion and drift together -for absorbing (neutralizing) wall with partial reflection and possible emission of plasma components. Some uncleared and controversial terms in papers of previous authors are clarified. Several examples on applications the results, which illustrate properties of boundary conditions for electrons and ions, are calculated and analyzed.
(n is a number density of some kind of particles, Γ is a vector of their flux density, s is a source density, D is a diffusion coefficient,
is a drift velocity, q is electric charge of a particle, µ is a mobility, E is an electric field) are widely used [1, 2, 3, 4] in solving problems of low temperature plasma physics (here we content themselves with situations, when a flow of main component of plasma medium -neutral gas -is absent). They give a hydrodynamic manner of description for a charged and neutral particle density in plasma. First is a balance equation for particles. Second is an expression for a vector of particle flux density: a sum of diffusion and drift flux densities correspondingly.
Drift and diffusion themselves have very common nature. Drift is an average motion of a particle under a tractive force, which is balanced with a force of friction -average energy losses on a path unit due to any dissipative events. A force of friction is dependent on average velocity of a particle. In a case of linear dependence, a mobility factor appears. In strong fields (at low densities), when equilibrium between pull and friction is absent, the dependence of the drift velocity on a field can be nonlocal [5] . Diffusion is natural sequence of any chaotic (Brownian) motion of particles [6] , which usually leads a medium to equalization of concentrations. Both these events occur in liquids and gases, they are natural not for plasma particles only.
In problems of plasma simulation pairs of equations (1) for every charged component, including so-named electron-energy component in extended fluid approach [7] ), together with the Poisson equation, constitute a self-consistent system of equations for plasma components.
The equations (1) for electrons and ions in quasi-neutral plasma, where electric field is rather small, one derives by averaging of the Boltzmann equation, in which the distribution function one takes in so named the Lorentz two term approximation (LTTA) [8] , [9] page 83, [10] that is, one considers a distribution of particles by direction of motion almost isotropic one.
In large fields ion drift velocity is often greater than chaotic velocity [9] page 26, the ion distribution on velocity is far from isotropic, so it needs other approach. But a drift-diffusion pair (1) (with possible non-linear, or non-local drift) is saved in its validity under large fields also.
To obtain unique solution in modeling some gas discharge one needs to formulate a boundary problem, that is, to add boundary conditions (BC) as restrictions on a set of solutions for every pair of equations (1). The BC should be given at all boundaries of a discharge volume, including walls with both weak and strong fields in their vicinity. This situation prompts to find a universal BC formulation, which can include all kinds of fields and particles in modeling of a discharge.
In formulation boundary conditions for plasma system authors use approaches of a different level quality on understand and complicity.
A simplest and rough approach to the BC formulation was in giving a zero value to the particle density in an absorbing (or neutralizing) wall, -the uniform Dirichlet condition [11] . If the wall was reflecting particles, then normal component of a particle flux was given as having zero value [11] . A particle flux to the absorbing wall in this approach was assumed as a diffusion flux only.
Other, primitive approach (see [4] ), consisted in neglect a thickness of distorted layer near absorbing wall and a use of "half-maxwell" distribution to define a flux to absorbing wall: by integration a flux density with the Maxwell distribution over a half of velocity space, in which particles go to the wall only. In this way a BC ( )
arose. In account that a flux density included drift and diffusion summands, that was, a density and its spatial derivative, a Dirichlet condition was substituted with more general the 3d-kind, or Robin, condition [13] .
It is worth to mention that a high level understand approach is an understand that absorbing wall distorts greatly an isotropy of a distribution function near the wall, and LTTA, strictly speaking, becomes not available. It follows from a boundary condition in absorbing wall formulated for a distribution function of particles:
(here B is a set of boundary points, n is normal vector to the boundary directed outside plasma). [15] . Electrons near absorbing wall in plasma need other kinetic equation, because their scattering is low-angled and sharply anisotropic one, in distinct of the Milne problem total cross-section of their scattering diverges. An attempt to solve this problem for electrons is made by V.V. Gorin [16] .
Because of complication many authors [17, 18, 19, 20] practice to avoid essentially anisotropic kinetic (Boltzmann) equations, and ignore the fact of distortion, trying to content themselves with the Maxwell distribution solely. On this way an approach of an intermediate quality arises, it can be named effective BC. It uses the LTTA again, which is some better than a primitive approach, however it is rather far from logical completeness.
For this approach it was proposed an idea [17] : to divide a flux of particles into two kinds:
1) flux of particles, having positive value of
, and 2) flux of particles, having negative value of x v . First are coming from plasma to the wall, second -from the wall to plasma. This idea can be explained by logical difference between these two kinds of particles: first are independent on the immediate wall influence, but second are dependent, and are defined with the wall properties:
reflection and emission.
Primarily this idea, called in the literature as a two-stream approximation [21] , [22] , was developed on a case of diffusion flux only [17] , and LTTA was used in implicit form (by drawing pictures) -as next step on the way to specify a boundary condition more accurately in comparison with a primitive approach. Two terms in LTTA enabled to equate zero the flux from absorbing wall more correctly, because if a sum of two summands is equal to zero, every summand must not be zero together, and one need not to cut an integration without logical ground, as it was done in the primitive approach. This improved approach gives a BC for normal flux density equal to
Unfortunately, some authors did not study the ideas of their precursors sufficiently carefully to avoid their own inaccuracies in extension of pure diffusion model in LTTA to a drift-diffusion model. So, G. J. M. Hagelaar and others [18] tried to extend the boundary condition for diffusion only [17] -to cases with both drift and diffusion, also with emitting wall. Instead of to include a drift term into LTTA together with a diffusion term (because a drift flux is a component of total flux in LTTA, the same as a diffusion flux) they added a "drift term" (as they thought) to the McDaniel final expression for a flux, -see their formula (9) -against McDaniel's (10.7.1) -(10.7.3) in [17] at zero reflection factor. The ground of this "improvement" sounded: "From kinetic considerations, it follows..." -see three lines of their text above (9) . But we will show: no "kinetic considerations" was done indeed. In their "extended" formulas firstly some strange quantity a arose (see [18] expression (7)), which switched a drift flux on -if the drift was directed to the wall, and it switched a drift flux off -if the drift was directed from the wall to plasma (see formula (7) - (9) in their paper [18] ). Authors gave no explain, why this non-physical switch a had arisen, they merely referenced to the Boeuf and Pichford authority [4] . But in the paper [4] BC were specified for electrons and ions apart, no switch was used. Authors [18] intended to generalize a form of BC and fell into mistake.
In paper [3] various boundary conditions for the fluid model were examined and compared, and it was shown that the choice of BC can have a significant impact on the results of plasma modeling. Therefore a question about a use of correct BC is urgent.
We will show: to give a generalized formula -no switch needs indeed. It needs a consequent application of the two-stream approach, which must include drift and diffusion terms as equitable components of total flux having equal significance for final result. Moreover, we will show how far one can be able to move forward in formulation of BC without a use of LTTA and without solving the kinetic equation near the wall.
II. GENERAL EXPRESSIONS
Let the LTTA, might be, do not available: a particle distribution function ( )
on the boundary plasma-wall (the wall is 0 = x , plasma is 0 < x ) is not known. However, we hope to give believable estimations for quantities, which arise below, in this situation. Following the two-stream approach [17] , we define apart the flux consisting of particles, which are moving from plasma to the wall, and the flux consisting of particles, which are moving from the wall to plasma volume:
These quantities are always non-negative by their definition. At this way, for a total flux we have
The particles, which come from the wall to plasma, consist of reflected particles and particles which are emitted by the wall:
Here R is a reflection factor.
To obtain the boundary condition from (5), we need, besides (4), one more independent correlation between the fluxes . , − + Γ Γ With the use of definitions (2) and (3) let us derive an expression for a sum of these fluxes:
Now from (4) and (6) we obtain expressions
By substitution these expressions to (5)
we obtain an expression for the total flux in the form
Note, that the expression does not depend on applicability of LTTA. In particular, for the Maxwell distribution we have
(the division by 2 arises in averaging of cosine of the slope angle of the velocity by the half of sphere). Drift and diffusion terms in use LTTA do not contribute in (10) because first symmetry (even) on velocity term contributes only.
In a case of ions in strong field, if we do not know a solution for ion distribution function near the wall, the quantity x v (average of the absolute value of the x-component of velocity) we can estimate as an absolute value of the ion drift velocity
. (A sign of a drift velocity V d is dependent on a sign of electric charge q of a particle, also on the electric field direction, for example, for electrons
, for positive ions
; µ is a mobility factor.)
Taking into account second expression in (1), we can write down the expression for normal component of the flux density in the form:
In the wall we can equate the expression (9) and (11):
Here the left hand side of equality depends on plasma parameters, the right-hand side depends on the wall properties. After transformations the BC takes a form , 1
In collecting terms we denote here a quantity of a velocity dimension
which can be named the Hopf velocity. This BC (12) Here V can take any real numbers. In particular, if V = 0, we return back to expression (12) and obtain (non-uniform -in a case of the emission presence) the Von Neumann condition. The emission flux em Γ is non-negative by definition. However the Hopf emission density n em , also the Hopf shift h, can take any real value, but the same sign, the sign of the Hopf velocity V in (13).
In general case boundary condition (14) is non-uniform 3-kind boundary condition (the 
Substituting x = h into (17) and taking into account BC (14), we find: y = n em . That is, the tangent (17) passes through the point ( ) em n h H , (see Fig. 1 ).
, with a parameter ( )
The solutions obey non-uniform 3-kind boundary condition (14) : the tangents are passing through the Hopf point
It is known [23] , that general solution of second order ordinary differential equation is a two-parametric set. One BC diminishes a number of parameters by unit, and set of solutions becomes one-parametric. 
(λ is an average path of free electron motion.) Here we neglect an electron drift velocity .
So our boundary electron flux is two times greater than in [4] .
2) Our BC for positive ions in a strong field -at zero reflection factor R = 0, zero wall emission and a neglect the number of ions moving against electric force -are
; , 0 : 0
When electric field has positive x-component, and ion drift is directed to the wall, the Hopf velocity is estimated as very small. So,
, and we have the Neumann BC for ion density. The ion flux, by (11) , is estimated as a drift flux.
When electric field has negative x-component, and ion drift is directed from the wall, the Hopf velocity is estimated as big value
is much less than an average path λ i of free ion motion, and we have the Dirichlet BC for ion density. The ion flux, by (11) , is estimated as a diffusion flux only, that is, as negligible.
In [4] page 1379 formula (18) and the text after formula: a result coincides with ours. That is, no switch, like in [18] formula (7), is need -to have this BC.
B. Comparison with the Hagelaar and others (2000) [18]
Our BC result for total flux at the Maxwellian assumption and the absence of emission is
Authors [18] give in page 1453 formula (11) (in our designations):
( ) ( ) ( )
Their expression for a flux has additional unnecessary term with a switch a = 0; 1, the value of which is dependent on the drift direction. It can be eliminated in all their formulas by substituting . const This mysterious text had, probably, an aim to save the switch a in its obvious fail.
IV. EXAMPLES
Now let us show concrete examples. For simplicity of calculations and clearness of results we restrict considerations with one-dimensional stationary drift-diffusion problems along x-coordinate.
Along other Cartesian coordinates y, z we suppose the solution to be uniform (that is, independent of these coordinates).
A. Neutral atoms in a ground state in a gas discharge A source of atoms is a cathode wall, where a neutralization of positive ions occurs. An atom drain is an ionization in a plasma volume. Equations in a plasma volume are
General solution is ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ). (12) gives ( )
A set of solutions, which obey BC (12), is (the value n at x = -1 is a parameter of the set):
( ) ( ) ( ) . 
B. Positive ions, dark DC discharge under external irradiation
To simplify a solution, we consider a volume charge to be sufficiently small to neglect it, and suppose electric field uniform. Let a source of ionization be spatially uniform as from external irradiation. We have equations
One-dimensional formulation of the problem is
Anode is situated in the left-hand side at x = 0, cathode -in the right-hand side at x = 1. We leave a diffusion factor as a parameter, which is to be small, if we consider strong electric field. General solution is ( ) ( ) .
Parameters. An emission is absent in the anode and in the cathode Г em = 0. We neglect the reflection of ions from the cathode 0 = 
In the cathode
That is, in accordance to (15) , at the anode C. Electrons in the dark self-sustained discharge
We take this discharge to simplify a consideration by a neglect a volume charge and suppose an electric field to be uniform. A density of ionization source is proportional approximately to absolute value of the electron flux density (local ionization model):
One-dimensional problem statement is
Let anode be in the left-hand side х = 0, cathode be in the right-hand side х = 1. Then the electron flux is negative
Substitution the flux into a balance equation gives an equation ( ) 
So, general solution has a form:
There is an emission source in the cathode . 
in the cathode - 
Boundary condition (14) in the cathode is
Boundary condition (14) in the anode is
Let us substitute these conditions into general solution. To do this let us calculate a density gradient before ( ) ( ).
Substituting into boundary conditions we get a system of two linear algebraic equations for calculation of constants А and В:
We find a solution with use of the Cramer rule [25] . Determinants of the system are equal to Real physical system, as usual, has rather stiff parameters, which makes difficulties in a picture interpretation. In the Fig. 4 a sketch of our idea, how the anode and cathode Hopf points are arranged, is shown. In the Fig. 5 the picture of behavior of electron density at real values of physical parameters -see (3.9), (3.10) -for Argon gas in a planar capacitor is shown. Our estimations (3.11) show, that a volume charge at the parameters chosen is sufficiently small to neglect him and eliminate its influence on the electric field inside a capacitor. Under this condition our analytical solution (3.7) and calculations of its coefficients (3.17) -(3.21) are valid. We consider this calculation as a mathematical simulation of some dark glow. For simplicity we suppose the surface of the Earth as totally reflecting the atmospheric moleculas: R = 1, also no adsorption or resorption of gases. Then vertical flux is equal to zero, and we have an equation
Here a free fall acceleration g is similar to electric field E, a gravitational mass of molecule m is similar to electric charge. A solution of the equation is ( ) ( )
The Einstein correlation between mobility and diffusion gives:
Substituting it to (4.2) we obtain well known the barometric formula [26] ( ) ( )
The Hopf quantities are
Thus, the barometric formula can be rewritten also in the form (see Fig. 8) ( ) ( )
Here we use an analogy in behavior of neutral molecule in the Earth gravity, and a charged particle in the electric field. Gravitational mass of molecule is similar to electric charge, a free fall acceleration -to the value of the electric field intensity. In this analogy the mobility and diffusion coefficients arise, also the Einstein correlation having gravitational mass of molecule m instead of electronic charge e. It is interesting to mention that in a problem with gas resorption by Earth rocks (that is, same problem, but having an emission source) the formal mathematical solution exists, but it does not have a physical sense: a "tail" of the density distribution of educed gas becomes negative in a big height. This nonsense is conditioned with the fact, that emission problem is not compatible with a "flat Earth" concept. For such "Earth" a physical solution with emission cannot be stationary (stabilized). It is bound up surprisingly with the fact that the solution of the Laplace equation, oneor two-dimensional, in the exterior of charged plate or cylinder gives an infinity potential difference between a source and an infinite remote point (the dependence on distance is linear -for a plate, and logarithmic -for a cylinder), but in the same time 3-dimensional solution in the exterior of charged ball gives finite potential difference (it is inversely proportional to a ball radius). Therefore, if one substitutes electric potential by particle density, a charge -by a particle source, electric field -by particle flux density, -one obtains a stationary diffusion equation. However, a particle density cannot vary in infinite limits, as it was obtained for electric potential in 1D and 2D problem formulation. From this a necessity to account sphericity of the Earth, the 3D statement of the problem arises.
An absorbing "flat Earth", on the contrary, gives stationary solution having almost constant positive "tail"in a big height.
V. THE FEATURES OF USING THE LTTA IN OBTAINING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In a reason of great popularity of use LTTA in the electron description [4] , [27] , [28] we return to it for some additional mentions.
We remind here that the Maxwellian LTTA consists in the approximation
Here ( ) r n is a density of particles,
is a vector of their flux density. A non-Maxwellian LTTA, which is used often in thermally nonequilibrium discharges for electrons, distinguishes from (25):
Here ω, s -1 , is a rate of relaxation of a non-uniform distribution f to some steady state distribution F.
Angled brackets denote an average by F(v) distribution, and a "touch" is a derivative. Function F of one argument, velocity or kinetic energy, they find from 1D energy balance equation [10] .
As we could see above, the use of LTTA in derivation boundary conditions for density of some component of plasma is not necessary way. Main idea consists in devision a flux of particles into two kinds: going to the wall and going from the wall. Moreover, everybody understands [29] page 79, that to use of LTTA mathematically correctly first and second term in LTTA must have different scale of value, namely, second, anisotropic, term must be much less than first, isotropic one. Thus, good two-stream idea -to divide fluxes -looks, after this mention, like not very goodbecause of use LTTA namely. We have taken from his idea healthy ground and put away a weakly grounded.
VI. SUMMARY (CONCLUSIONS)
We have shown how the two-stream idea can be extended correctly to give common BC description for all kinds of particles. In this extension we go in a way of consequent derivation and, in distinct of [18] , we avoid intuitive statements. We have shown that the difference between their and our formulas can be eliminated by substituting their jumping 1 , 0 = a (7) [18] with a constant value a = ½. That is, an additional "drift term" need not in their formulas. All their formulas below (11) , which include jumping a e quantity, are mistakes.
Once more surprising is a formal attitude of several authors ( [19] page 2540; [3] page 3) to results of the paper [18] . Not going deeply into an essence of formulas obtained, they simply rewrote the mistakes of authority into their papers. Here it is worth mention, that popular mathematical package COMSOL 5.0 -5.3a uses these mistaken formulas for boundary conditions in plasma applications as far (see [30] for details).
The aim to bring clearness into formulation of boundary conditions for plasma hydrodynamic equations in (partially) absorbing and (possibly) emitting wall is reached here. These are the Robin (or 3-d kind) conditions for particle density, uniform -in the absence of wall emission, or non-uniform -in the presence of wall emission. In particular, it can be the Dirichlet or Neumann condition, if the Hopf shift limits to zero or to infinity respectively.
We have shown, that in general case (not using LTTA) the average of absolute value of normal component of particle velocity in the wall x v (see (6) ) is need to formulate a boundary condition. What quality we can supply to this quantity -such quality our boundary condition would have.
We introduce concepts of the Hopf velocity, the Hopf shift, the Hopf emission density and the 
